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From the Deputy Headmaster’s
Desk
Finish well before embracing new beginnings
Pupils are taught early in school that when writing an essay there
needs to be an introduction, a body and a conclusion. This is a
simple, yet profound, analogy for the way we ought to live. A
punchy start that has everyone gripped with wonder, a coherent
and well-developed middle and a profound end that is worthy of
the beginning and middle. I write this specifically for the boys of
the school. Some are at the beginning - punch hard; some are in
the middle - develop coherently well; and some are at the end - is
your ending worthy of the journey and people whose hearts you
captured?
Punching hard isn’t about volume, but about impact. Truth has
the greatest impact. Therefore, be true to who you are. As you
look to create who you are, be true to those around you and
those who are investing in you. Be true to what you know to be
right. Unless you are true, you are actually fake.
Then take time to develop. Not everything is as critical as it
seems. The beauty about time is that you cannot waste it in advance. The next year, the next day, the next hour is lying ready for
you, as perfect, as unspoiled, as if you had never wasted or misapplied a single moment in all your life. You can turn over a new leaf
every hour if you choose. The education you will receive from
Wetpups is what you remember when you have forgotten all that
you have learnt. Since that is so, what should you develop and
keep from your time at school? In every circumstance in life you
are either leaders or followers. This happens whether we like it or
not. It is a decision to be made. For a person to say that I am neither a leader nor follower is a decision. For a person to say “I will
not decide” is a decision. And for those who wait to be swept up
in the flow, it is still a decision. It is in everyone’s best interest,
therefore, to decide intentionally, purposefully. If you would like
to lead, ask yourself if you are prepared to carry the weight of
responsibility of having other people follow you. If you would like
to follow, ask yourself how much you value yourself in deciding
who to follow. Develop the worthy aspects of leading and following.
For those at the end. There is nothing enlightening nor worthy in
simply fading. Your end needs to give honour to the way you
have developed. Ending is about being true to all that you have
claimed you were or claim to be. At the time of reading this newsletter, you have not ended. Ending is not a process, it is in an instant. In one instant you can lose the essence of the entire ‘essay’
- the entire self. Everything hinges on the ending. Even if you did
not begin well the end can make up for it. However, the converse
is not as true. No matter how well you begun it is the end that
now matters. Finish well!
Wayne Naidoo
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The boys enjoyed a wonderful Christmas puppet show. There
were dancing snowflakes, Christmas crackers, reindeers and more.
The highlight was an interactive "present giving song’ which
taught us the importance of giving and sharing love at this time of
the year.

Musical Instruments
Boys who are leaving WPPS at the end of the year must return
their hired instruments to Mr Pringle on Thursday morning next
week.
Boys who are continuing with their instruments next year may
keep their instruments over the holidays. These must be taken
home and not left at school over the holidays.

Thought for the Week
“Not everything that is faced can be changed; but nothing can be
changed until it is faced.“
American writer James Baldwin (1924-1987)
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Grade 1 Bathing the Baby

Eden Road Notes
EXTRAMURALS 2016
Please note that all sports & extramurals will end at the end of
Friday, 25 November 2016
EXTRAMURALS 2017
Please note that extramurals for Grades R, 1 & 2 will begin on
Monday, 23 January 2017. WPPS flyers will be handed out on
Wednesday, 11 January, to be returned by Monday, 16 January.
AFTERCARE
The direct number for Aftercare is 081 497 6347 - daily from
12:30.
AFTERCARE - TERM 1, 2017 LUNCH ORDERS
If your son attends Aftercare on regular days and you would like to
order lunch for him, please collect an order form from Mandy or
Aletta and return it to us in hard copy before we close for the holidays. This does not apply to the current Grade 2 boys.
REMINDERS
Tues 29
Pre-primary outing to the Baxter Theatre
Grades 3 2017 Parents Info Evening
Thur 1 Dec Eden Road closes at 10:00
Aftercare closes at 13:30
We wish all our families happy holidays and safe travels.

Last week the Grade 1s bathed three-month-old baby Zaid. Zarina,
his mom, came and showed the boys how to bath a baby. The
boys were totally enthralled and had many questions for Zarina.
One asked if this was Zaid's first bath and another loved it so much
he asked how he could have a cute baby like Zaid. We have done
follow-up work where the boys arranged pictures and a story in
the correct sequence. We will also discuss the bathing in Afrikaans
lessons. Thank you, Zarina, for a very special experience for our
boys.

WENDY ROEBECK’S BONANZA DECEMBER
HOLIDAY CLUB
For boys and their siblings aged 4 - 7
Date: Monday, 12 - Thursday , 15 December
Time: 08.30 – 12.00 daily
Fabulous crafts & fun baking activities
To join in on the fun kindly email Wendy on
roebeck@wpps.org.za

Grade 7s raised R53 352.97 for Peninsula School
Feeding Scheme with their 24-Hour Relay. Well
done to all the boys!

U12A Cricket Team Final Match

Summer Sports Braai
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